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NEW

Windshields & Handlebars
A. QUICK-RELEASE SUPER SPORT WINDSHIELD
Reduces the pounding of wind and shower of bugs but keeps
the wind-in-the-hair feeling. Ideal for a cool morning ride, the
sleek profile of the Super Sport Windshield hugs the front
headlamp for a sporty look. The windshield mounts to the fork
tubes with elegant die-cast lever locking clamps, so the windshield does not require any “leave-behind” docking hardware.
You get quick on-and-off convenience and a clean, custom
look. No tools are required and the kit includes everything
needed to install the windshield.
57400192
Light Smoke.
$314.95
Fits ’15-later XG models. Installation requires removal of
Original Equipment headlamp visor. Models equipped with a
front mounted license plate require separate purchase of
License Plate Bracket P/N 67900227. Windshield
dimensions: Overall height 25.0"; width – 20.1".

B. REDUCED REACH® HANDLEBAR*
This handlebar is designed to bring the controls 2 inches
closer to the rider for increased comfort. The position is helpful for shorter riders, but also places almost any size rider in
an upright, relaxed riding profile. Available in show-quality
chrome or satin-black finish to complement your bike’s overall design sense.
Handlebar Dimensions:
Tip-to-Tip – 30.00"
Pull Back – 2.00"
Rise – 8.25"
Base Width – 8.25"
Knurl Width – 3.25"

Fits ’15-later XG models. Installation requires separate
purchase of Clutch Cable P/N 37200077.
55800237
55800224

Chrome.
Satin Black.

$69.95
$69.95

Shown with:
CLUTCH CABLE – REDUCED REACH HANDLEBAR
Stock style cable to enable fitment of Reduced Reach handlebar on Harley-Davidson Street™ models.
37200077
55.41 in./1407.4mm.
$44.95
Fits ’15-later XG models equipped with Reduced Reach
Handlebar P/N 55800237 or 55800224.

A. QUICK-RELEASE SUPER SPORT WINDSHIELD

NEW
C. DAYMAKER™ LED HEADLAMPS
Cut through the night. Harley-Davidson® LED Lamps are
brighter and whiter in color and provide a superior light pattern
over standard incandescent lamps. Compared to the yellow
light of a traditional halogen bulb, the LED lamp produces a
“Daylight Color Impression” that appears more natural to the
user. Headlamps feature horizontal “D-shaped” lenses that
focus light into a pool in front of the motorcycle and separate high beam and low beam projector lenses that provide
a focused beam of light ahead. Lamps are available in your
choice of brilliant chrome or gloss black background to match
your styling direction. The solid-state LEDs are designed for
long life and the shock- and vibration-resistant lamp assembly
mounts into existing light housings. Installation is quick and
easy and the plug-in lamps connect to the factory headlamp
wiring. The LED lamps are DOT and ECE approved.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
67700144
67700145

5-3/4" Headlamp – Chrome.
5-3/4" Headlamp – Black.

$399.95
$399.95

B. REDUCED REACH HANDLEBAR – SATIN BLACK

*NOTE: Installation of some handlebars and risers may require
a change in clutch and/or throttle cable and brake lines for
some models. Handlebar height is regulated in many states.
Check state or local laws before installation.
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

C. DAYMAKER LED HEADLAMPS –
CHROME

C. DAYMAKER LED HEADLAMPS –
GLOSS BLACK

NEW
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Seating
D. CAFÉ SOLO SEAT
There’s something about the placement of the rider that
makes the Cafe Solo Seat special. The one-up design and
the high back pad hold the rider in place and provide a direct
connection to the bike. You sit “in” the bike and your hands and
feet reach naturally to the controls. The low-slung pad, narrow
nose and the tapered tail enhance the bike’s sporting profile
and pays homage to the heritage of the iconic Café Racer style.
52000168
Fits ’15-later XG models. Seat width 11.25".

$219.95

E. REDUCED REACH® SEAT
Designed specifically for riders requiring a close to the bar
riding position, this Reduced Reach® Seat is shaped to place
the rider in a comfortable and confident relationship to the
hand and foot controls. The seat moves the rider approximately 1.5" lower and 1.25" forward and the 1.25" slimmer
front profile brings the legs closer together for an easier reach
to the ground at a stop. The Reduced Reach Seat features a
stepped profile that keeps the rider from sliding back during
acceleration.
52000123
$201.95
Fits ’15-later XG models. Seat width 10.25"; passenger
pillion width 6.75".

D. CAFÉ SOLO SEAT

NEW

F. TALLBOY® SEAT
The correct riding position can help a tall rider sit comfortably
on the bike, and avoid leg cramps and back strain during a long
day in the saddle. For riders with a longer inseam, a Tallboy®
Seat will put you on the road to fatigue-free riding. Designed to
move the rider 1.25" up and 2.5" back from the stock seating
position, a Tallboy Seat can eliminate the “knees-high” riding
position and effectively places the body for a natural arm and
leg reach to the controls.
52000124
$201.95
Fits ’15-later XG models. Seat width 10.5"; passenger
pillion width 7.5".

E. REDUCED REACH SEAT

STREET

NEW

F. TALLBOY SEAT
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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Seating

A. ROAD ZEPPELIN® SEAT PAD
Experience ultimate comfort. Road Zeppelin® Seat Pads are
equipped with a unique air bladder system that allows your
weight to be distributed evenly across the entire seating
surface, ensuring hours of comfort for both rider and passenger. The air bladder system is designed to remove pressure
points and provide shock absorption to reduce vibration. The
easy-to-reach integrated hand pump and air release valve
permits quick and convenient adjustment. Pads feature an
adjustable mounting strap and a non-skid surface to keep
them in place.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
52000084
52400060

Rider.
Passenger Pillion.

$129.95
$129.95

B. CIRCULATOR SEAT AND BACKREST PADS
Keep comfortable on your next long ride. These breathable
Circulator Seat Pads feature 3D construction that promotes
air movement and reduces heat build-up where the rider’s
body touches the seat or backrest. Designed to keep the rider
cool by reducing the perspiration build-up between you and
the seating surface, the Circulator Pad can be installed and
removed in seconds for easy cleaning.

A. ROAD ZEPPELIN SEAT PAD (RIDER SHOWN)

Fits ’15-later XG models.
51074-10
51078-10

Rider.
Passenger Pillion.

$79.95
$69.95

C. RAIN COVERS*
Featuring a handy storage sack, this black nylon, water-resistant cover packs easily and shelters your seat from the storm.
51637-97
Two-Up Seat.
$31.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.
D. QUICK-RELEASE SEAT HARDWARE KIT
These hardware kits allow the rider to remove one-piece
Harley-Davidson® seats quickly and easily.
51676-97A
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$19.95

B. CIRCULATOR SEAT PAD (RIDER SHOWN)

*WARNING: Do not use while riding; could result in
death or serious injury.

C. RAIN COVERS
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

D. QUICK-RELEASE SEAT HARDWARE KIT

NEW
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NEW

Racks, Sissy Bars & Backrest Pads
E. H-D® DETACHABLES™ TWO-UP LUGGAGE RACK*
Smooth sweeping curves and a rich finish defines the look
of this Luggage Rack. Available in chrome or gloss black, this
sleek and functional rack is an elegant solution for carrying your luggage for a day at the office or for a ride across
the country. The rack can be installed or removed from the
Docking Hardware in seconds for a truly versatile ride and it
can be equipped with the matching Backrest Upright and Pad
for added passenger comfort.
Fits ’15-later XG models. Requires separate purchase of
Docking Hardware Kit P/N 52300285.
50300071
50300091

Chrome.
Gloss Black.

$199.95
$199.95

F. SISSY BAR UPRIGHT
A sissy bar upright and passenger backrest pad are the starting
point to build a complete touring machine. The backrest pad
provides long-range comfort and support and adds a feeling of
control and confidence for the passenger. This unique upright
attaches directly to the H-D® Detachables™ Two-Up Luggage
Rack for a clean, custom look and the available Backrest Pad
P/N 52300281 complements Original Equipment and accessory seats. Kit includes upright and mounting hardware.

E. H-D DETACHABLES TWO-UP LUGGAGE RACK

Fits ’15-later XG models equipped with H-D Detachables
Luggage Rack P/N 50300071 or 50300091.

NEW

NEW

52300283
52300307

Chrome.
Gloss Black.

$79.95
$79.95

G. COMPACT PASSENGER BACKREST PAD
This backrest pad sports French seams and a smooth, clean
finish that looks great with any smooth surface seat.
52300281
$49.95
Fits ’15-later XG models equipped with Sissy Bar Upright
P/N 52300283 or 52300307.

H. DOCKING HARDWARE
Required for installation of detachable luggage rack on HarleyDavidson Street™ models.
52300285
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$39.95

F. SISSY BAR UPRIGHT (SHOWN WITH LUGGAGE RACK AND BACKREST PAD)

NEW

*WARNING: Do not use this rack as a seat. Do not
exceed the fender rack weight capacity. Using as seat
or exceeding this capacity could cause handling problems which could result in loss of control and death or
serious injury.

G. COMPACT PASSENGER BACKREST PAD

H. DOCKING HARDWARE
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

STREET
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NEW

Luggage
A. TANK BAG
Shaped to fit the contour of the fuel tank, this ballistic nylon
UV- and weather resistant tank bag is your perfect traveling companion. The bag features a clear top pouch for at-aglance viewing of maps and directions. The rigid body retains
its shape – even when empty – and the full-length dualzippered opening provides easy access. The interior features
(2) zippered mesh pouches, (1) quick access nylon pouch and
large center cavity for storage of larger items. The internal top
pouch adds (3) additional storage slots and (3) pen/pencil
holders. Headphone port lets you to “plug in” while keeping
your device protected inside the bag. Tank Bag features integrated rain cover with reflective stripping. Integrated magnets
and soft bottom keep the bag secure to tank while preventing scratches to paint. Quick-release clips allow the bag to be
removed for easy access to the fuel filler and the comfortable
carrying handle makes transportation a breeze.
93300093
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$139.95

B. THROW-OVER SADDLEBAGS
Ballastic Nylon throw over saddlebags offer convenient storage and can be easily removed for transport. 3M™ reflective
piping adds additional visibility and top mount zippers offer
quick easy access to items. Center yoke allows for two up
riding and can double as a shoulder strap when its time to
carry the bags. Quick mount system allows rider to attach and
detach saddlebags quickly. Kit includes saddlebag supports.
90200906
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$359.95

A. TANK BAG

NEW

B. THROW-OVER SADDLEBAGS
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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Luggage & Helmet Lock
C. DAY BAG
The compact Day Bag is perfect for the daily work commute.
The innovative spandex mounting pocket makes installation and removal a simple process. Just slip the smooth,
low-profile band over the passenger backrest for a snug
and secure fit and cinch the bag in place with the adjustable
mounting straps. Bag and integrated rain cover feature 3M™
Scotchlite™ reflective piping and graphics for added visibility. Day Bag features 2 exterior pockets and 1 zippered mesh
interior pocket. Day Bag Dimensions: 13.0" W x 10.0" D x 9.0" T.
Luggage capacity: 900 cubic inches.
93300017
$99.95
Installation requires a sissy bar upright, backrest pad and
luggage rack.

C. DAY BAG

D. TAIL BAG

D. TAIL BAG
This Tail Bag is the perfect addition for your daily commute or
a run to the sunset. The bag rests on the passenger pillion and
is secured in position with adjustable quick-release straps. The
surprisingly roomy bag features 2 exterior side pockets and a
large top-opening for access to the interior. The UV-resistant
ballistic nylon surface covers the built-in reinforced tub that
helps the bag maintain its shape – even when empty. The bag
features 3M Scotchlite reflective trim for added visibility, and
an integrated rain cover for protection from the elements.
Overnight Bag features 2 zippered exterior pockets and
mesh interior pockets. Dimensions: 16.0" W x 16.0" D x 10.0" T.
Luggage capacity: 1250 cubic inches.
93300069A
Fits passenger pillion on most models.

$169.95

E. SISSY BAR BACKPACK
This attractive backpack is shaped to provide convenient storage on your way to work. The heavy-duty hook-and-loop flaps
secure the bag to the sissy bar for one-step installation. And
when you get to work, this bag features traditional backpack
straps that allow you to carry your bag in hands-free comfort.
The bag features plenty of smart storage spaces with glovefriendly, ergonomically contoured zipper pulls. Backpack
features 2 zippered exterior pockets, 2 exterior mesh water
bottle pockets, personal music device pocket with headphone port, a padded laptop compartment and a large interior
space. Bag and integrated rain cover feature 3M™ Scotchlite™
reflective piping and graphics for added visibility. Dimensions:
14.0" W x 13.0" D x 18.5" T. Luggage capacity: 1600 cubic
inches.
93300007
$149.95
Installation requires a sissy bar upright, backrest pad and
luggage rack (if not mounting luggage on passenger pillion).

E. SISSY BAR BACKPACK

F. BOOM! AUDIO MUSIC PLAYER TANK POUCH

F. BOOM!™ AUDIO MUSIC PLAYER TANK POUCH
The neoprene jacket offers hard-core protection for your
portable music device, while the built-in magnets hold the
pouch securely to the fuel tank. The clear play-through window
permits touch-screen control and the anti-skid interior allows
the pouch to accommodate players of various sizes. The clamshell design makes inserting your player into the pouch quick
and easy and the double zipper allows for headphone and
output cables to exit the pouch at any point on top, bottom
or one side of the pouch. Works well with many MP3 and other
personal music players, but should not be used with hard-disk
memory players. Window measurement: 2.25" W x 4.0" H.
76000193
Fits models with steel fuel tanks or airbox covers.

$44.95

45732-86
$27.95
Fits all models. All VRSC™, ’15-later XG and ’04-later XL and
XR models require installation of engine guard.

G. UNIVERSAL MOUNT HELMET LOCK
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

STREET

G. UNIVERSAL MOUNT HELMET LOCK
To limit grab-and-run theft, just unlock the hinged clasp, hang
your helmet by its strap and relock with the included key.
Your helmet is held securely in place. In addition, hanging
your helmet reduces the risk of impact damage if the helmet
slipped off the seat or the handlebar. Designed to be installed
to .875" to 1.25" diameter tubing engine guards, saddlebag guards and frame tubes, the Helmet Lock is secured to
the bike with tamper-proof hardware that cannot be easily
removed. Note: Do not use lock when vehicle is in motion.
Helmet Lock should only be used when motorcycle is parked
and locked. Duplicate keys are not available.
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Engine Trim
A. DARK CUSTOM™ LOGO COLLECTION
Make a bold statement with these easy to install, black anodized and machined billet medallions that match the Dark
Custom black #1 skull collection.
61300227
Air Cleaner Trim.
$74.95
Fits ’15-later XG models with Original Equipment air cleaner
cover.
25600033
Right Side Medallion.
$64.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.
25700307
Left Side Medallion.
$64.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.
B. COOLANT HOSE COVER KIT
Add a finishing touch to the left side profile of the HarleyDavidson Street™ motorcycle. This easy to install one-piece
cover dresses the bike and protects the coolant hoses below
the coil cover.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
26900107
26900108

Chrome.
Gloss Black.

$64.95
$64.95

A. DARK CUSTOM LOGO COLLECTION – AIR CLEANER TRIM

NEW

A. DARK CUSTOM LOGO COLLECTION – RIGHT
SIDE MEDALLION

NEW

B. COOLANT HOSE COVER KIT – CHROME
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

NEW

A. DARK CUSTOM LOGO COLLECTION – LEFT
SIDE MEDALLION

NEW

B. COOLANT HOSE COVER KIT – GLOSS BLACK

NEW
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NEW

Chassis Trim
C. FORK TUBE AND STEERING STEM COVER KIT
Highlighted with an embossed Bar & Shield logo, these
smooth covers enhance the clean look of the upper triple tree.
Easy to install kit includes two press-in fork tube covers and a
moon-shape steering stem cover.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
45800053
45800056

C. FORK TUBE AND STEERING STEM
COVER KIT – CHROME

NEW

C. FORK TUBE AND STEERING STEM
COVER KIT – GLOSS BLACK

NEW

Chrome.
Gloss Black.

$54.95
$54.95

D. SWINGARM PIVOT BOLT COVERS
Conceal the swingarm pivot bolt in classic style. These easy
to install gloss black covers hide the Original Equipment
hardware and add a clean custom touch to the bike’s profile.
Complete kit includes left and right die-cast pivot bolt covers
and necessary mounting hardware.
61400269
Gloss Black.
$31.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.
E. FRONT AXLE NUT COVERS
Cover the front axle in style. These smooth custom, die-cast
Axle Nut Covers look great and add the finishing touch to
complete a custom front end. These Axle Cover Kits are easy
to install and include all necessary mounting hardware. Sold
in pairs.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
43000026
44117-07A

Black.
Chrome.

$27.95
$27.95

F. REAR AXLE NUT COVERS
Cover the rear axle in style. These smooth Axle Nut Covers
look great and add the finishing touch to complete the custom
look. These easy to install Axle Cover Kits include all necessary
mounting hardware. Sold in pairs.
Fits ’15-later XG models.

C. FORK TUBE AND STEERING STEM
COVER KITS

D. SWINGARM PIVOT BOLT COVERS

43000018
43000022

Black.
Chrome.

$29.95
$29.95

NEW

E. FRONT AXLE NUT COVERS – GLOSS BLACK

NEW

STREET

NEW

E. FRONT AXLE NUT COVERS – CHROME

F. REAR AXLE NUT COVERS – GLOSS BLACK

F. REAR AXLE NUT COVERS – CHROME
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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Hand & Foot Controls
A. EDGE CUT COLLECTION CONTROLS
Live your life on the edge. The Edge Cut Collection features
a crisp anodized finish that is machined to expose the highlights of raw aluminum. The contrasting cut back look makes
a powerful visual statement and works great with both traditional and contemporary customizing styles.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
56100083
49312-10
34671-10
42847-10

Hand Grips.
Footpegs.
Shifter Peg.
Brake Pedal Pad.

$84.95
$84.95
$29.95
$44.95

B. DIAMOND BLACK COLLECTION CONTROLS
Shroud your bike in mystery. This collection features distinctive knurled surfaces that expose the raw billet aluminum for a
dramatic contrast. The satin black finish will complement both
high-gloss and “denim” paint colors and the narrow bands and
the knurled surfaces provide a positive grip.

A. EDGE CUT COLLECTION CONTROLS –
HAND GRIPS

Fits ’15-later XG models.
50911-08A
34690-08
41850-08

Footpegs.
Shifter Peg.
Brake Pedal Pad.

$84.95
$29.95
$44.95

C. NARROW BAND BILLET COLLECTION CONTROLS
A raw look wrapped in class. This collection features a deep
knurled surface for a positive grip and slim black rubber
stripes over the chrome finish for stylish contrast. The mirrorchrome finish over the knurled surface scatters light to grab
the attention of fellow riders.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
50978-99A
49254-99
42629-00

Footpegs.
Shifter Peg.
Brake Pedal Pad.

$84.95
$29.95
$44.95

A. EDGE CUT COLLECTION CONTROLS – FOOT CONTROLS

B. DIAMOND BLACK COLLECTION CONTROLS

C. NARROW BAND BILLET COLLECTION CONTROLS
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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Burst Collection & Mirrors
D. SILENCER COLLECTION CONTROLS
Make your own noise. Unique electroless nickel plating
provides this collection with a warm, burnished finish that
looks like you’ve been twisting this throttle for years. The
precision drilled surfaces bite against the sole of your boot for
positive grip and provide the gun barrel look.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
50056-10
35286-10
48990-10

D. SILENCER COLLECTION CONTROLS

NEW

NEW

Footpegs.
Shifter Peg.
Brake Pedal Pad.

$79.95
$19.95
$44.95

E. BURST COLLECTION CONTROLS
Split with tradition. The Burst Collection takes your ride in
a new hard-edged direction. A rich mixture of tuxedo black,
satin aluminum and textured rubber, each component in this
complete collection seamlessly ties the look together. The
Burst Collection components create an impact all by themselves, but can also be combined with edge cut and other
black accessories to complete the look.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
33600059
33600032
50600140

Footpegs – Round.
Shifter Peg.
Brake Pedal Pad.

$109.95
$29.95
$49.95

F. BUCKSHOT MIRRORS*
The deep grooved and perforated stem of this custom mirror
complements Original Equipment and accessory foot and
hand controls. The tapered mirror and stem are black-coated
for a deep luster.
92416-08
Satin Black.
$219.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.

E. BURST COLLECTION CONTROLS

G. TRIBAL COLLECTION MIRRORS*
Billet-style mirror features a tapered shape that provides
excellent rearward visibility. The deeply grooved stem and the
swept-back design hug the contour of the handlebar and the
tribal flames add an element of ancient mystery.
92398-09
Gloss Black.
$129.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.
H. EDGE CUT MIRRORS*
The tapered stems are black-anodized for a rich finish and
the slots are machined to expose the raw aluminum and form
the final cut back look. The ideal complement to the Edge Cut
Collection of foot and hand controls.
92441-10
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$219.95

I. SATIN BLACK DOME MIRRORS*
This special mirror features a smooth, dome-shaped billet
head, unique single slot stem and a satin black mirror. It’s a
clean look that provides distinctive style.
92423-08A
Fits ’15-later XG models.

G. TRIBAL COLLECTION MIRRORS

*Harley-Davidson Motor Company cannot test and make
specific fitment recommendations concerning every possible
mirror and handlebar combination. Therefore, after installing
new mirrors or handlebars, and before operating the
motorcycle, check to ensure that the mirrors provide the
operator a clear view to the rear.

H. EDGE CUT MIRRORS

I. SATIN BLACK DOME MIRRORS
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.

STREET

F. BUCKSHOT MIRRORS

$199.95
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Custom Wheels & Rotors
A. TYPHOON CUSTOM WHEEL
An intense storm is brewing. Nine arching spokes spin
outward from the hub and blend seamlessly with the rim to
add forward motion, even while standing still. The flat profile
spokes and carved webs add visual intensity and tailor your
bike to fit the mood. Requires separate purchase of modelspecific Wheel Installation Kit, Sprocket hardware and Brake
Rotor hardware. See I-sheet for details.
Front – Fits ’15-later XG models.
43300351
43300350

17" Front, Cut Back Black.
17" Front, Mirror Chrome.

$459.95
$559.95

Rear – Fits ’15-later XG models.
40900358
40900359

15" Rear, Cut Back Black.
15" Rear, Mirror Chrome.

$459.95
$559.95

Also available:
WHEEL INSTALLATION KIT
Once you select your wheel style, select the Wheel Installation
Kit designed specifically for your motorcycle. Kit includes the
bearings and spacers required for installation.
42400008
Front, 25mm Axle
$79.95
Fits ’15-later XG models, ’08-later XL models without ABS
brakes and ’13-later FXSB models without ABS brakes.
41451-08C
Rear, 25mm Axle.
$79.95
Fits ’15-later XG and '08-later Dyna® models without ABS
brakes.

A. TYPHOON CUSTOM WHEEL – CUT BACK BLACK

NEW

NEW

B. POLISHED BRAKE ROTORS
A perfect complement to stock or custom wheels.
Manufactured to Original Equipment specifications for
exact fit, these rotors are meticulously polished to achieve
a chrome-like appearance. Rotors are sold individually and
include chrome installation hardware.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
41500096
41500097

Front, Left.
Rear, Right.

$149.95
$149.95

A. TYPHOON CUSTOM WHEEL – MIRROR CHROME

NEW

NEW

B. POLISHED BRAKE ROTORS
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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NEW

Engine Guards & Center Stand
C. ENGINE GUARD*
The unique soft curve shape adds style to function. The twopiece Engine Guard is designed to complement the lines of
the Harley-Davidson Street™ motorcycle and the choice of
finishes adds the perfect custom touch. Add your choice of
Engine Guard Mounted Highway Pegs (sold separately) to
change your foot position on a long ride.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
49000015
49000047

Chrome.
Gloss Black.

$209.95
$209.95

D. CENTER STAND
Lifting your bike upright and off the side stand is ideal for
cleaning and servicing and reduces the space required for
parking – handy where space is at a premium in a crowded
garage, a small parking spot or at a ride-in bike show. The
robust gloss black painted center stand attaches directly to
the frame and does not reduce the lean angle. Kit includes
gloss black center stand, mounting brackets and all necessary installation hardware.
92900014
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$199.95

C. ENGINE GUARD – CHROME

NEW

C. ENGINE GUARD – GLOSS BLACK

*WARNING: These guards may provide limited leg
and cosmetic vehicle protection under unique circumstances (fall over while stopped, very low speed slide).
They are not made nor intended to provide protection
from bodily injury in a collision with another vehicle or
any other object.

D. CENTER STAND
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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Screamin’ Eagle® Performance
A. SCREAMIN’ EAGLE®
2
PERFORMANCE AIR CLEANER KIT
This kit provides a freer breathing capability to pump-up the
power of your EFI-equipped motorcycle. Air Cleaner features
a washable high-flow, oiled cotton media element. Kit includes
a high-flow air filter element, Screamin’ Eagle® air cleaner
medallion and all required hardware.
29400197
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$79.95

Also available:
SCREAMIN’ EAGLE AIR CLEANER MEDALLION
Dress your air cleaner in style. Easy-to-install medallion
features brilliant Screamin’ Eagle script and Harley-Davidson
lettering set against a rich black background. Self-adhesive
backing for easy installation.
61300364
Fits ’15-later XG models.

$19.95

B. SCREAMIN’ EAGLE BUCKSHOT EXHAUST SHIELD KIT
These custom exhaust shields feature a perforated “Buckshot”
design to expose the head pipe for a raw rebellious look. These
exhaust shields are a perfect match for Original Equipment
or Screamin’ Eagle muffler and complement the blacked out
Harley-Davidson Street™ model. Manufactured to Original
Equipment standards for exacting fit, the easy-to-install kit
includes front and rear head pipe shields.
65400167
Jet Black.
$149.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.
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A. SCREAMIN’ EAGLE PERFORMANCE AIR CLEANER KIT

NEW

NEW

C. MUFFLER END CAP – EDGE CUT
This Edge Cut End Cap kit allows you to personalize your
Original Equipment mufflers. These easy-to-install caps are
dressed with the same black-anodized finish as the Edge
Cut Collection for a consistent look front to back and feature
machined aluminum accents for a modern touch.
65100056
$89.95
Fits ’15-later XG models with Original Equipment muffler.

B. SCREAMIN’ EAGLE BUCKSHOT EXHAUST SHIELD KIT

NEW

NEW

GO LIGHT These Screamin’ Eagle products are 50-state
street legal for sale and use on all vehicles, including
those that are pollution-controlled. Complies with the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 86, subparts E and F.
C. MUFFLER END CAP – EDGE CUT
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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Screamin’ Eagle® Performance & Paint
D. SCREAMIN’ EAGLE® NIGHTSTICK 2-INTO-1
2
SLIP-ON MUFFLER*
Tuned by the factory for the ultimate combination of rich tone
and legal sound levels, this slip-on muffler is the perfect match
for your Harley-Davidson model. The high-flow design of the
external diffusion discs produces plenty of low-end “guts”
to get your bike away from the light and a fat torque curve
that gets you quickly around slow-moving traffic. The multiple stainless steel diffusion discs and domed end cap deliver
an aggressive raspy sound. Available in jet black finish, these
long and lean pipes feature an embossed Screamin’ Eagle®
logo. Easy to install.
Fits ’15-later XG models.
64900220

Jet Black, Domestic.

$349.95

E. COLOR SHOP LIMITED PAINT SET –
CLASSIC TWO-TONE
This classic two-tone design re-creates the historic HarleyDavidson style for the modern era. Available as a tank-only or
2-piece tank and rear fender set, the rich Candy Apple Red
base and Alabaster White Pearl panel add a distinctive look
to the Harley-Davidson Street™ model and complement the
vivid black finish of the Original Equipment speed screen visor
and fenders. Production limited to 100.
92200099DYE Two-Piece.
$1,799.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.
61000157DYE Tank Only.
$1,199.95
Fits ’15-later XG models.

2
D. SCREAMIN’ EAGLE NIGHTSTICK 2-INTO-1 SLIP-ON MUFFLER

GO LIGHT These Screamin’ Eagle products are 50-state
street legal for sale and use on all vehicles, including
those that are pollution-controlled. Complies with the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 86, subparts E and F.
*NOTE: There is no warranty on exhaust pipes and
mufflers with regard to any discoloration. Blueing is
caused by tuning characteristics, cam timing, carburetor
jetting, over-heating, etc. and is not caused by defective
manufacturing.

E. COLOR SHOP LIMITED PAINT – CLASSIC TWO-TONE
Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer’s
suggested retail prices. Actual retail prices may vary.
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